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A perspective on the correlation between architecture and gardens in Japanese garden history research 
: Through a historical overview of Osamu Mori’s work on Japanese gardens 
Eiji TANAKA 
Abstract 
In this paper, I consider a historical overview of Japanese gardens through the writings of Japanese garden researcher 
and gardener Osamu Mori from 1944 to 1960. Through interactions with architects and architectural history researchers, 
Mori had a unique perspective on the correlation between architecture and gardens in Japanese garden history research 
from an early stage of research. In the historical overview published in 1944, Mori referred to the practicality of Japanese 
gardens. In 1950, Mori considered “the practicality of architecture and gardens.” In 1957, he pointed out “the architectural 
design in the garden” and “the existence of partitions in the garden.” Furthermore, in 1960, he incorporated the perspective 
of the correlation between architecture and gardens in the historical overview of Japanese gardens. As a result, 
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図６ 森蘊『美しい庭園 -鑑賞と造庭-』創元社，141頁，1950 








































図６ 森蘊『美しい庭園 -鑑賞と造庭-』創元社，141頁，1950 
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On the speech verb “vá ( )” and “kòng ( ) ” in the Hakka language: With 
special reference to Conversations chinoises prises sur le vif avec notes 





This paper presents a tentative study of the distribution of the speech verb  “vá ( )” and “kòng ( )” in 
Hakka language. This paper collects and counts the examples of the speech verb “kòng ( )” appearing in 
the Conversations chinoises prises sur le vif avec notes grammaticales: Langage Hac-Ka. Vol.1-2  which 
is a Hakka conversation text compiled and published by French missionary Charles Rey in 1937  and 
compares it with the other speech verb  “vá ( )". This paper points out that (1) “kòng ( ) ” has a wider 
range of usage as a verb than “vá ( ) ” but (2) its quotative usage is less frequent than that of the verb 
“vá ( ) ”. This fact suggests why “kòng ( )” is used as a main speech verb in modern Hakka language and 




1 a. ia42   ke55 sii55 kong42  het32  e42. 
KONG ASP
b.  ia42 ke55 sii55 va55 het32 e42. 
VA ASP
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